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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Golden Pearl
This is the special crafted blend from the house of Assam Cup. This Tea is a unique blend of hand picked teas made from
second flush, 'two leaf and a bud', which gives a lively full bodied brisk cup with lingering floral taste . With some milk and
sugar, this makes the ideal cup who want to rediscover the taste of Assam Tea of British era.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown nuggets with specks of floating fiber showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild nutty
hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Golden Yellow with Milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle floral flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic Assam Tea.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹160.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Black Pearl No.25
This is another special tea with a unique blend of hand picked second flush smaller Broken Orange Pekoe from hilly range of
Upper-Assam . A lively and brisk cup with classic taste of malt. With some milk and sugar, this makes the ideal cup of
indulgence, whenever the mood suits you for having a classic Assam flavour.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown large nuggets with specks of floating fiber showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild
nutty hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Golden Orange with Milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle strong flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic Assam cup.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹150.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Lajawab Chai - DUST
A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special Assam CTC Dust tea grains which gives lively and brisk cup with classic
maltiness mingled with sweet notes and floral flavor. The aftertaste will keep you fresh and you can enjoy a Lajawab Cup any
time of the day, be it morning wake up or afternoon, this tea is going to give you a fresh start for sure.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Dark chocolaty colored which exhibits excellent bloom with mild nutty and dry woody aroma.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-Golden without milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt right from the start. A subtle honeyed sweetness along
with mild floral flavour which prevails till the finish and come through in the aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic
Assam CTC Dust

Weight
Dimensions
Weight (g)

Price: From ₹95.00

Complete Catalog

N/A
N/A
250, 500
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Namsai Tea
Namsai Tea – A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special Assam CTC Tea grains which gives lively and brisk cup with a
classic taste of malt. Adding milk and sugar makes it the ideal cup of indulgence, whenever the mood suits you for having a
classic cup of Indian Karak-Chai
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown Leaf Tea which exhibits excellent bloom with mild nutty and dry floral aroma.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish without milk
Orange reddish cup with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle strong flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹175.00

Complete Catalog

500 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Lajawab Chai
A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special Assam CTC Tea grains which gives lively and brisk cup with classic maltiness
mingled with sweet notes and floral flavor. The aftertaste will keep you fresh and you can enjoy a Lajawab Cup any time of
the day, be it morning wake up, afternoon laziness or stress-free evening.
Tasting notes

La Jawab Chai
DRY LEAF
Dark chocolaty colored granular nuggets which exhibits excellent bloom with mild nutty and dry floral aroma.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-brown without milk
Reddish-yellow golden cup with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt right from the start. A subtle honeyed sweetness along
with mild floral flavor which prevails till the finish and come through in the aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic
Assam CTC cup.

Weight
Dimensions
Weight (g)

Price: From ₹120.00

Complete Catalog

N/A
N/A
250, 500
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Roasted Tea
Roasted Black Tea – A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special roasted orthodox Tea leaves and CTC grains which gives
lively and a delicate ‘muscatel’ flavor and a soothing, smoky taste from the first sip with a lingering aftertaste. With some milk
and sugar, this makes the ideal cup of indulgence which will wake up your sixth sense.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
A mix of Blackish-brown Tea leaves and Dark chocolaty coloured granular nuggets which exhibits excellent bloom with mild
nutty and high-fired notes of burnt wood.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-brown without milk
Reddish-yellow golden cup with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with lively cup with pronounced notes of burnt wood and a suave smokiness
enveloping the palate completely from the first sip A subtle strong flavor which prevails till the finish with lingering
aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹400.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Black Pearl
This special tea is a unique blend of hand picked second flush Broken Orange Pekoe . A smooth woody notes form the very
first sip followed by Sweet floral aroma. This is anytime tea and preferred without milk commonly known as Laal-Cha
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown large nuggets with specks of floating fibre showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild
nutty hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-brown
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt right from the first sip. A subtle honeyed sweetness is
discernible around the edges which prevails till the finish adding to the charm of having a classic Assam Laal-Cha

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹150.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Black Tea

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Golden Pearl
This is the special crafted blend from the house of Assam Cup. This Tea is a unique blend of hand picked teas made from
second flush, 'two leaf and a bud', which gives a lively full bodied brisk cup with lingering floral taste . With some milk and
sugar, this makes the ideal cup who want to rediscover the taste of Assam Tea of British era.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown nuggets with specks of floating fiber showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild nutty
hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Golden Yellow with Milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle floral flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic Assam Tea.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹160.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Black Pearl No.25
This is another special tea with a unique blend of hand picked second flush smaller Broken Orange Pekoe from hilly range of
Upper-Assam . A lively and brisk cup with classic taste of malt. With some milk and sugar, this makes the ideal cup of
indulgence, whenever the mood suits you for having a classic Assam flavour.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown large nuggets with specks of floating fiber showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild
nutty hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Golden Orange with Milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle strong flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic Assam cup.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹150.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Black Pearl
This special tea is a unique blend of hand picked second flush Broken Orange Pekoe . A smooth woody notes form the very
first sip followed by Sweet floral aroma. This is anytime tea and preferred without milk commonly known as Laal-Cha
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown large nuggets with specks of floating fibre showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild
nutty hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-brown
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt right from the first sip. A subtle honeyed sweetness is
discernible around the edges which prevails till the finish adding to the charm of having a classic Assam Laal-Cha

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹150.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Dust

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Lajawab Chai - DUST
A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special Assam CTC Dust tea grains which gives lively and brisk cup with classic
maltiness mingled with sweet notes and floral flavor. The aftertaste will keep you fresh and you can enjoy a Lajawab Cup any
time of the day, be it morning wake up or afternoon, this tea is going to give you a fresh start for sure.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Dark chocolaty colored which exhibits excellent bloom with mild nutty and dry woody aroma.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-Golden without milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt right from the start. A subtle honeyed sweetness along
with mild floral flavour which prevails till the finish and come through in the aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic
Assam CTC Dust

Weight
Dimensions
Weight (g)

Price: From ₹95.00

Complete Catalog

N/A
N/A
250, 500
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Namsai Dust
A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special Tea leaves which gives lively and brisk cup with classic taste of malt. With
some milk and sugar, this makes the ideal cup of indulgence, whenever the mood suits you for having a classic Indian KarakChai.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown CTC Dust which exhibits excellent bloom with mild nutty and dry woody aroma
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Orange reddish cup with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle strong flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹160.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Dust
A hand-crafted blend & hand-picked from Upper Assam CTC Dust Tea grains which gives lively and brisk cup and from North
Bank of Brahmaputra which with classic maltiness mingled with sweet notes and floral flavor. The aftertaste will keep you
fresh and you can enjoy a classic Assam cup any time of the day.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Dark chocolaty colored which exhibits excellent bloom with mild nutty and dry floral aroma.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-yellow Golden with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt right from the start. A subtle honeyed sweetness along
with mild floral flavour which prevails till the finish and come through in the aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic
Assam CTC Dust

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹115.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Green Tea

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Natural Green Tea
Hostea Natural Green Tea – A hand-picked pan roasted tea leaves which when brewed gives a clean and brisk cup that takes
on the soft sweetness of legumes at first sip followed by fresh note of mildly roasted floral flavor that will leaves you feeling
light and refreshed throughout the day.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Long, wiry, well-rolled blackish-green leaves with some silver tips. Predominantly vegetal along with light notes of wood
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Bright green with light yellow tone
TASTE
The tea is largely smooth tipped with soft notes of legumes greeting the palate from the very first sip. Gradually, notes of
fresh light roasted floral flavors which prevails till the finish and come through in the aftertaste, adding to the charm of
having a classic natural green Hostea.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹300.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
Virgin Blossom
Hostea Virgin Blossom Tea is hand-crafted from tea flower which comes from the youngest tea leaves and is the least
processed. It’s neither rolled nor oxidized, so it is tea in its purest, most “whole” form, with all of the healthful benefits intact.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Medium-sized, elegant, young, yellow flower
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Light yellow, white gold
TASTE
Vegetal with floral melody. The tea is largely smooth and sweet tipped with soft notes of floral taste from the very first sip.
Fragrant, passionate yet restrained in flavour, this is one of our classics. An anytime brew, though ideal for a warmer day. The
aftertaste pleasing with subtle notes of floral aroma

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹700.00 ₹600.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Green Tea
A hand-picked pan fried tea leaf blend which gives lively mellow cup with sweet and fresh notes and a mildly roasted floral
flavor. The aftertaste will keep you fresh and rejuvenated. This is the best cup for morning wake up or stress-free goodnight
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Long and medium wiry, well-rolled blackish-green leaves with some tips. Predominantly vegetal along with light notes of
wood
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Green with light yellow tone
TASTE
The tea is largely smooth tipped with delicate vegetal-floral flavors. A subtle honeyed sweetness along with mild The tea is
largely smooth, brisk and tipped with delicate vegetal-floral flavors which prevails till the finish and come through in the
aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic natural green tea.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹160.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

leaf

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
Golden Tippy
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which when brewed
gives a soothing fragrance and a light floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes creamy toward the end making you
want to get another cup full.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Stylish Golden bright tips with velvety pubescence.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Light amber
TASTE
The liquor is very Smooth and silky on the palate with a note of sweet aromatic floral aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹400.00 ₹350.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Namsai Tea
Namsai Tea – A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special Assam CTC Tea grains which gives lively and brisk cup with a
classic taste of malt. Adding milk and sugar makes it the ideal cup of indulgence, whenever the mood suits you for having a
classic cup of Indian Karak-Chai
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown Leaf Tea which exhibits excellent bloom with mild nutty and dry floral aroma.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish without milk
Orange reddish cup with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle strong flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹175.00

Complete Catalog

500 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Oolong

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Oolong Tea
Hostea Oolong Tea – This hand-picked & hand-crafted tea leaves which when brewed gives an extraordinary cup which
comes alive with flavorful notes of orange blossom followed with notes of scented wood which takes over in the aftertaste.
You can enjoy a Hostea Grand summer blossom Oolong any time of the day specially an excellent cup to have in the
afternoons.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Long, wiry, semi-rolled blackish-brown long stylish leaves with some tips with light notes of aroma of scented wood
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Light amber
TASTE
The tea is largely smooth and sweet tipped with soft notes of orange blossom greeting the palate from the very first sip.
Gradually, notes of fresh light floral flavours which prevails till the finish. The aftertaste pleasing with subtle notes of scented
wood.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹250.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Orthodox

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
Golden Tippy
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which when brewed
gives a soothing fragrance and a light floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes creamy toward the end making you
want to get another cup full.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Stylish Golden bright tips with velvety pubescence.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Light amber
TASTE
The liquor is very Smooth and silky on the palate with a note of sweet aromatic floral aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹400.00 ₹350.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
White Tea
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which when brewed
gives a soothing fragrance and a light floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes creamy toward the end making you
want to get another cup full.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Medium-sized, elegant, young, bright green leaves interspersed with ample silver tips with pubescence and a scattering of
olive-green leaf cuttings
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
White gold
TASTE
The tea is largely smooth and sweet tipped with soft notes of floral taste from the very first sip. The aftertaste pleasing with
subtle notes of floral aroma

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹500.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Tippy Orthodox
Our Tippy Orthodox Tea is hand-crafted tea tantalizes the palette with flavors of creamy caramel. The liquor is sweet, brisk,
medium-bodied and starts with delicious flavors of caramel which gradually grow big and resonate till end of the cup.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Wiry with Golden tip
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Dark amber
TASTE
The liquor is sweet, brisk, and medium-bodied and starts with delicious flavors of caramel which gradually grow big and
resonate till end of the cup.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹250.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Roasted Tea
Roasted Black Tea – A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special roasted orthodox Tea leaves and CTC grains which gives
lively and a delicate ‘muscatel’ flavor and a soothing, smoky taste from the first sip with a lingering aftertaste. With some milk
and sugar, this makes the ideal cup of indulgence which will wake up your sixth sense.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
A mix of Blackish-brown Tea leaves and Dark chocolaty coloured granular nuggets which exhibits excellent bloom with mild
nutty and high-fired notes of burnt wood.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-brown without milk
Reddish-yellow golden cup with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with lively cup with pronounced notes of burnt wood and a suave smokiness
enveloping the palate completely from the first sip A subtle strong flavor which prevails till the finish with lingering
aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹400.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Roasted

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Roasted Tea
Roasted Black Tea – A hand-picked & hand-crafted blend of special roasted orthodox Tea leaves and CTC grains which gives
lively and a delicate ‘muscatel’ flavor and a soothing, smoky taste from the first sip with a lingering aftertaste. With some milk
and sugar, this makes the ideal cup of indulgence which will wake up your sixth sense.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
A mix of Blackish-brown Tea leaves and Dark chocolaty coloured granular nuggets which exhibits excellent bloom with mild
nutty and high-fired notes of burnt wood.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Reddish-brown without milk
Reddish-yellow golden cup with milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with lively cup with pronounced notes of burnt wood and a suave smokiness
enveloping the palate completely from the first sip A subtle strong flavor which prevails till the finish with lingering
aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹400.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Special

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Golden Pearl
This is the special crafted blend from the house of Assam Cup. This Tea is a unique blend of hand picked teas made from
second flush, 'two leaf and a bud', which gives a lively full bodied brisk cup with lingering floral taste . With some milk and
sugar, this makes the ideal cup who want to rediscover the taste of Assam Tea of British era.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown nuggets with specks of floating fiber showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild nutty
hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Golden Yellow with Milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle floral flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic Assam Tea.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹160.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
Golden Tippy
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which when brewed
gives a soothing fragrance and a light floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes creamy toward the end making you
want to get another cup full.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Stylish Golden bright tips with velvety pubescence.
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Light amber
TASTE
The liquor is very Smooth and silky on the palate with a note of sweet aromatic floral aftertaste.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹400.00 ₹350.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
White Tea
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which when brewed
gives a soothing fragrance and a light floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes creamy toward the end making you
want to get another cup full.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Medium-sized, elegant, young, bright green leaves interspersed with ample silver tips with pubescence and a scattering of
olive-green leaf cuttings
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
White gold
TASTE
The tea is largely smooth and sweet tipped with soft notes of floral taste from the very first sip. The aftertaste pleasing with
subtle notes of floral aroma

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹500.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Black Pearl No.25
This is another special tea with a unique blend of hand picked second flush smaller Broken Orange Pekoe from hilly range of
Upper-Assam . A lively and brisk cup with classic taste of malt. With some milk and sugar, this makes the ideal cup of
indulgence, whenever the mood suits you for having a classic Assam flavour.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Blackish-brown large nuggets with specks of floating fiber showing through with floral and earthy aroma having with mild
nutty hints
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Golden Orange with Milk
TASTE
The liquor is full-bodied, brisk and brims with robust notes of malt. A subtle strong flavour which prevails till the finish with
lingering aftertaste, adding to the charm of having a classic Assam cup.

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹150.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
Virgin Blossom
Hostea Virgin Blossom Tea is hand-crafted from tea flower which comes from the youngest tea leaves and is the least
processed. It’s neither rolled nor oxidized, so it is tea in its purest, most “whole” form, with all of the healthful benefits intact.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Medium-sized, elegant, young, yellow flower
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
Light yellow, white gold
TASTE
Vegetal with floral melody. The tea is largely smooth and sweet tipped with soft notes of floral taste from the very first sip.
Fragrant, passionate yet restrained in flavour, this is one of our classics. An anytime brew, though ideal for a warmer day. The
aftertaste pleasing with subtle notes of floral aroma

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹700.00 ₹600.00

Complete Catalog

250 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

White tea

Complete Catalog
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea

Hostea Special
White Tea
Hostea White Tea is hand-crafted from unopened tea buds, as well as the two newest leaves to sprout which when brewed
gives a soothing fragrance and a light floral taste. The White Hostea experience becomes creamy toward the end making you
want to get another cup full.
Tea specs

Tasting notes
DRY LEAF
Medium-sized, elegant, young, bright green leaves interspersed with ample silver tips with pubescence and a scattering of
olive-green leaf cuttings
LIQUOR / APPEARANCE
White gold
TASTE
The tea is largely smooth and sweet tipped with soft notes of floral taste from the very first sip. The aftertaste pleasing with
subtle notes of floral aroma

Weight
Dimensions

Price: ₹500.00

Complete Catalog

100 g
8 × 5 × 26 cm
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AssamCup
Pure & Fresh Assam Tea
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